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Eternal A Love Story
The #1 New York Times bestselling follow-up to Eat, Pray, Love--an intimate and erudite celebration of love—from the author of Big Magic: Creative Living Beyond Fear. At the end of her memoir Eat, Pray, Love, Elizabeth Gilbert fell in love with Felipe, a Brazilian living in Indonesia. The couple swore eternal love,
but also swore (as skittish divorce survivors) never to marry. However, providence intervened in the form of a U.S. government ultimatum: get married, or Felipe could never enter America again. Told with Gilbert's trademark humor and intelligence, this fascinating meditation on compatibility and fidelity chronicles
Gilbert's complex and sometimes frightening journey into second marriage, and will enthrall the millions of readers who made Eat, Pray, Love a number one bestseller.
Eternal Love is the memoir of Nellie and Lou Moore - a uniquely American love story that stood the test of time in a racially torn world. In 1946, Lou was a third-generation Chinese-American soldier just out the US Army after World War II. An honorably discharged staff sergeant, Lou learned to fight racial prejudices
while bravely serving the United States in the European Theater of Operations. When the young veteran returned home to America, he met the love of his life. Nellie was a Japanese-American dancer, the third one from the right in the chorus line at the famed China Doll Night Club in Manhattan. Like other United States
citizens with Japanese heritage, Nellie endured tremendous losses when she and her family were unjustly locked away in a harsh American internment camp until history's biggest war ended. Destiny brought these two individuals together so that an unforgettable love story could begin. It was a completely chance
encounter, one returning G.I., one beautiful, young woman rebuilding her life far from her California home. For Lou, it truly was love at first sight, and Nellie joined in that nearly immediately, returning that love in kind. Once they met to talk, they never stopped talking and spent every day together until their
wedding day, a little over a week after they met in 1946. It is a love story and life together that went on for 74 year. Their whirlwind 10-day romance turned into a marriage of devotion, faithfulness, thoughtfulness, tenderness, tolerance, understanding, caring, compassion, mindfulness, patience, and togetherness.
To refuse two hundred marriage proposals of a 'ugly' CEO she doesn't love, Nina says she would rather marry a beggar than be his wife. When threatened to lose her family business, she has no choice but to marry a beggar. It turns out, the beggar is handsome and considerate to her. He always shows and protects her
when she is bullied. He safeguards her home when she is drunk... Finally, she falls in love with this beggar husband. However, when the 'ugly' CEO reveals his mask, she sees the same face as her husband's. The truth is he is her husband. She is angry at being cheated, and wants to have a divorce with him. For more
happy moments between this couple, please diiscover the novel Speak Softly Love with Moboreader.
Panchali was deeply in love with her writer husband Parimal Ghosh. It was a love marriage with a life full of love and happiness ahead of them. For Panchali, who lovingly calls Parimal as 'Prem', life begins and ends with Prem. Then an unbelievable tragic incident happens and Panchali dies. The story doesn't end
there. The most astonishing twist happens in Parimal's broken-hearted life when Panchali returns to this world from the back door, defying death, and their love story promises to be eternal. How did Panchali return? A mind-boggling supernatural love story with surprises and shocks at every page. A romantic saga that
you will want to read through eternity.
Love, Eternal and Beyond…
Eternal
Love Stories That Touched My Heart
A Spiritual Journey of Eternal Love
Eternal Twin Flame Love
LakshmiLa : The Eternal Love Story
Jasmine Collins is a self-made millionaire CEO of a cosmetics empire. Her work is her life until one fateful day events unfold that turn her life upside down and sets her on a path that she was convinced only had one direction. She thought she had the rest of her forever worked out until she crosses paths with an old friend and forever
takes on a whole new meaning
Ever since she made a deal to save her son's life in Roman-occupied Jerusalem, Rachel has been doomed to live eternally, but as her descendants develop new technologies for immortality, she realizes that, for them to live fully, she must die.
In one of the most striking opening scenes ever written, a bizarre ballooning accident and a chance meeting give birth to an obsession so powerful that an ordinary man is driven to the brink of madness and murder by another's delusions. Ian McEwan brings us an unforgettable story—dark, gripping, and brilliantly crafted—of how life
can change in an instant.
Artist Abigail Conelly begins questioning her life when she discovers her long time boyfriend hasn't exactly been faithful. Soon after, apocalyptic nightmares fill her nights with ancient prophecies and impending doom. As news reports from all over the globe start reporting disaster, Abby realizes her dreams are becoming reality. In the
hopes of surviving, she flees to her family farm in Kansas where an old fallout shelter is buried underground. Upon her arrival she meets Kyle Windstone, a very unusual Mid-west farmer with equally unusual abilities. Immediately they are drawn to each other by a greater purpose neither of them fully understands. Together they will
learn what it takes to survive and find the courage to love along the way.
Counting Down
An Eternal Love Story
Love Eternal
More Love Stories with Bite
A Love Story
The Island of Eternal Love

When this book was first released in 1984, it became an instant best-seller, and later on, a cult classic. Now updated and containing new chapters, 'The Brotherhood of Eternal Love' tells the story of a group of idealists fascinated by the potential of LSD to improve the quality of man's life.
Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this love story brings together Fermina Daza, her distinguished husband, and a man who has secretly loved her for more than fifty years.
The Cosmic and Eternal Love Coloring Book by Amrita Sen is no ordinary coloring book. Sen weaves a traditional Indian love story into incredibly detailed black and white drawings that makes this book a joy to color. The book also includes a musical CD featuring songs by the artist herself which compliment the classic
story. Cosmic and Eternal Love truly engages all of the senses! - Trim size: 10 x 10" - 96 pages
Meet 50 trailblazers who made the United States what it is today in this gorgeously illustrated biography book. With one trailblazer from every state, you'll discover how Rosa Parks from Alabama fought for civil rights, how Barack Obama from Hawaii proved an African-American could be President, how Joe Biden from
Delaware protected women from domestic violence and how Betty Ford from Michigan improved treatment for drug addiction. Each spread features a timeline of the trailblazer's life, key facts about their achievements and how their trailblazing continues today. By honouring people who strove in the areas of equal rights,
feminism and environmentalism/conservation, this fact-packed book celebrates what makes America great, then and now. Alabama: Rosa Parks; Alaska: Margaret Murie; Arizona: Cesar Chavez; Arkansas: All-American Redheads (women's basketball team); California: Colin Kaepernick; Colorado: Corky Gonzales;
Connecticut: Rebecca Lobo; Delaware: Joe Biden; Florida: Emma Gonzalez; Georgia: Jackie Robinson; Hawaii: Barack Obama; Idaho: Marilyn Schuler; Illinois: Betty Friedan; Indiana: Eugene V. Debs; Iowa: Carrie Chapman Catt; Kansas: William Allen White; Kentucky: Muhammad Ali; Louisiana: Norris Henderson; Maine:
Dorothea Dix; Maryland: Thurgood Marshall; Massachusetts: W.E.B. DuBois; Michigan: Betty Ford; Minnesota: Maya Moore; Mississippi: Myrlie Evers-Williams; Missouri: Michael Harrington; Montana: Barbara Ehrenreich; Nebraska: Susette La Flesche; Nevada: Velma Bronn Johnson; New Hampshire: Doris Haddock; New
Jersey: Paul Robeson; New Mexico: Notah Begay; New York: Margaret Sanger; North Carolina: Jessica McDonald; North Dakota: Dave Archambault; Ohio: LeBron James; Oklahoma: Woody Guthrie; Oregon: Lola Baldwin; Pennsylvania: Rachel Carson; Rhode Island: Marjorie van Vliet; South Carolina: Sarah and Angelina
Grimke; South Dakota: Hubert Humphrey; Tennessee: Hattie Caraway; Texas: Lyndon Johnson; Utah: David Nelson; Vermont: Clarina I.H. Nichols; Virginia: Mildred Loving; Washington: Jenny Durkan; West Virginia: Debbie Null; Wisconsin: Robert LaFollette; Wyoming: Harriet Elizabeth Byrd
50 Trailblazers of the 50 States
Orange Sunshine
The Rough Velvet
The Brotherhood of Eternal Love and Its Quest to Spread Peace, Love, and Acid to the World
A Book Can Change Everything You Know about Love and Relationships
Eternal Love
Few stories in the annals of American counterculture are as intriguing or dramatic as that of the Brotherhood of Eternal Love. Dubbed the "Hippie Mafia," the Brotherhood began in the mid-1960s as a small band of peace-loving, adventure-seeking surfers in Southern California. After discovering LSD, they took to Timothy Leary's mantra of "Turn on, tune in, and drop out" and resolved to make that vision a reality by becoming the
biggest group of acid dealers and hashish smugglers in the nation, and literally providing the fuel for the psychedelic revolution in the process. Just days after California became the first state in the union to ban LSD, the Brotherhood formed a legally registered church in its headquarters at Mystic Arts World on Pacific Coast Highway in Laguna Beach, where they sold blankets and other countercultural paraphernalia retrieved
through surfing safaris and road trips to exotic locales in Asia and South America. Before long, they also began to sell Afghan hashish, Hawaiian pot (the storied "Maui Wowie"), and eventually Colombian cocaine, much of which the Brotherhood smuggled to California in secret compartments inside surfboards and Volkswagen minibuses driven across the border. They also befriended Leary himself, enlisting him in the goal of
buying a tropical island where they could install the former Harvard philosophy professor and acid prophet as the high priest of an experimental utopia. The Brotherhood's most legendary contribution to the drug scene was homemade: Orange Sunshine, the group's nickname for their trademark orange-colored acid tablet that happened to produce an especially powerful trip. Brotherhood foot soldiers passed out handfuls of the
tablets to communes, at Grateful Dead concerts, and at love-ins up and down the coast of California and beyond. The Hell's Angels, Charles Mason and his followers, and the unruly crowd at the infamous Altamont music festival all tripped out on this acid. Jimi Hendrix even appeared in a film starring Brotherhood members and performed a private show for the fugitive band of outlaws on the slope of a Hawaiian volcano. Journalist
Nicholas Schou takes us deep inside the Brotherhood, combining exclusive interviews with both the group's surviving members as well as the cops who chased them. A wide-sweeping narrative of sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll (and more drugs) that runs from Laguna Beach to Maui to Afghanistan, Orange Sunshine explores how America moved from the era of peace and free love into a darker time of hard drugs and paranoia.
There are times when you feel like you don't exist, and then there are times when you wish you never existed. When you're down and out, you just wish if the story could end right away. Bad thoughts are just like cancer, they just grow on and on... In the middle of all this chaos and stagnant life, love can fill colours. But do we always give it a chance? Very often we make love stories which ends even before it could ever start. That's
because we are just blank, any line in our book is a chapter. In the expectation less life, every acceptance is prayer which was never officially offered. Does it really matter? …started together but not ended together? Is the end always meant to be content? Why do people still remember Heer and Ranjha, Laila and Majnu, Romeo and Juliet? Considering the fact that they have gone long back? What is it that still keeps them spry?
Why do people still put a name to them?
~Lambda Literary Award finalist for the best LGBT YA novel of 2018~ A fresh, charming rom-com perfect for fans of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda and Boy Meets Boy about Nathan Bird, who has sworn off happy endings but is sorely tested when his former best friend, Ollie, moves back to town. Nathan Bird doesn’t believe in happy endings. Although he’s the ultimate film buff and an aspiring screenwriter, Nate’s seen
the demise of too many relationships to believe that happy endings exist in real life. Playing it safe to avoid a broken heart has been his MO ever since his father died and left his mom to unravel—but this strategy is not without fault. His best-friend-turned-girlfriend-turned-best-friend-again, Florence, is set on making sure Nate finds someone else. And in a twist that is rom-com-worthy, someone does come along: Oliver James
Hernández, his childhood best friend. After a painful mix-up when they were little, Nate finally has the chance to tell Ollie the truth about his feelings. But can Nate find the courage to pursue his own happily ever after?
Forever is a long time to live without love.... Love often appears at the most surprising times, and for Rachel it will be born from a world of darkness, violence and blood. A chance encounter has led her to Giovanni and a love to live forever. Yet Giovanni's past continues to threaten their future, keeping them on the run across the world and against time. The Desmarais are powerful enemies, carrying on a centuries old vendetta and
they will not stop until they have their revenge. Can their love survive?
Eternal Love Story of Yin & Yang, Fable Poems on Life, Love & Joy of Living
Redeeming Love (Movie Tie-In)
Eternal Life
The 202nd Proposal
This Is Kind of an Epic Love Story
For All Is Love
With this inspiring and brightly illustrated guide to power, learn about the different types of power, what it means to have power, and what you can do with your own power to create positive change in the world, no matter who or how old you are. What makes you the boss of me? What makes a king a king, or a queen a queen? Why
can some people vote for their leaders, but other people can't? Does having lots of money make you powerful? Why are there fewer female scientists, leaders, and artists than men in history books? These are things that kids wonder about. The Power Book answers these and other questions in a relatable way for young people,
including thought-provoking discussions on challenging topics, like war, bullying, racism, sexism, and homophobia. You will gain an understanding of your place in your family, your school, and the world, and will discover ways in which you can use your own power to shape the future. As you explore the many aspects of power,
thinking points pose questions that spark self-reflection and quotes and stories from some of the greatest change-makers--such as Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., Emmeline Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Malala Yousafzai, and Stephen Hawking--provide historical context and inspiration. Find more opportunities for learning at the back with a
glossary of terms and suggestions for further reading. Gain a greater understanding of how power works, then learn how to harness it for good with The Power Book.
This book is a fascinating, intimate account of a profound Love, with one partner in physical embodiment on Earth and the other in an ethereal dimension. ShannaPra holds us spell-bound as she shares with flair and eloquence the mystical journey to her reunion with her beloved Twin Flame. Both universal and deeply personal,
ShannaPra's story reads like a fairy tale but it is a true story that creates a bridge, a template for relationships to come. It is also an inner guide that activates root memory of our divine origins and draws us in our deepest heart to our SoulMate or Twin Flame.
A roller coaster ride of friendship, love and separation. Will Swati come back to Nikhil ? Will Nikhil be able to come out of this Trauma?
Love's Eternal Marriage: Bridging Heaven and Earth is dedicated to all those who suffered the loss of a loved on 9/11. Based on the true life story of Irene Weinberg, whose husband Saul was killed instantly in a tragic car accident, it is an inspiring and touching eternal love story that will surely be passed from friend to friend for its
comfort, solace and wisdom at a time when its healing messages about love, crossing over, healing in Heaven, what Heaven does about evil, and soul mates are needed more than ever. As this magical story embraces you, it will change your perceptions about today and give you hope for tomorrow.
Who Has it and Why?
Plastic
A Toxic Love Story
Love Story Eternal
The Brotherhood of Eternal Love
Amrita Sen Cosmic and Eternal Love Coloring Book

“This eloquent, elegant book thoughtfully plumbs the . . . consequences of our dependence on plastics” (The Boston Globe, A Best Nonfiction Book of 2011). From pacemakers to disposable bags, plastic built the modern world. But a century into our love affair, we’re starting to realize it’s not such a healthy relationship. As journalist Susan Freinkel points out in this
eye-opening book, we’re at a crisis point. Plastics draw on dwindling fossil fuels, leach harmful chemicals, litter landscapes, and destroy marine life. We’re drowning in the stuff, and we need to start making some hard choices. Freinkel tells her story through eight familiar plastic objects: a comb, a chair, a Frisbee, an IV bag, a disposable lighter, a grocery bag, a soda
bottle, and a credit card. With a blend of lively anecdotes and analysis, she sifts through scientific studies and economic data, reporting from China and across the United States to assess the real impact of plastic on our lives. Her conclusion is severe, but not without hope. Plastic points the way toward a new creative partnership with the material we love, hate, and
can’t seem to live without. “When you write about something so ubiquitous as plastic, you must be prepared to write in several modes, and Freinkel rises to this task. . . . She manages to render the most dull chemical reaction into vigorous, breathless sentences.” —SF Gate “Freinkel’s smart, well-written analysis of this love-hate relationship is likely to make plastic
lovers take pause, plastic haters reluctantly realize its value, and all of us understand the importance of individual action, political will, and technological innovation in weaning us off our addiction to synthetics.” —Publishers Weekly “A compulsively interesting story. Buy it (with cash).” —Bill McKibben, author of The End of Nature “What a great read—rigorous, smart,
inspiring, and as seductive as plastic itself.” —Karim Rashid, designer
Love—only a four letter word, yet it’s so powerful that it can conquer anything in this world! We’ve all experienced the first flush of love and remember the lingering fragrance of it. For ages Love has remained one of the most cherished experiences that everyone wishes to live through at least once. Humanity, time and again, has coined many definitions to describe this
beautiful emotion, but this small word is a feeling that can't simply be defined. It has to be narrated . . . in the form of stories—love stories. Love Stories That Touched My Heart is a collection of such stories from readers who have a tale to tell, shortlisted from over 2000 entries that were submitted in a competition conducted by Penguin India. Selected and edited by
Ravinder Singh, this anthology—made up of the stories that touched Ravin’s heart the most—will make you believe that someone, somewhere, is made for you.
This book was written for all of us. This is about who and what we all are. Where did we come from? Why are we here? What is the purpose of our life here? Where do we return to? When we depart here, we return HOME to the same place we came from. It is about THE SOUL our true essence, our true self.This is an extraordinary true love story down to every word. NOT
A GHOST STORY! This is for all of us who believe in the wonderment of the power of love.The first author of this book is my wife, Felecia, my heart, who "so called" died in November 2018 from cancer. Felecia crossed over to THE OTHER SIDE or the spirit world; the next dimension of life.The second author is me, Len, her husband, who is here in this basic physical
realm we call Earth or THIS SIDE.Across a span of 19 months Felecia from our daily communications taught me so much about THE OTHER SIDE and how it relates to THIS SIDE. I was the ultimate skeptic based on my background. I am all about GREAT EVIDENCE not belief or faith.It is hoped this spiritual journey of eternal love brings you comfort in the fact that THERE
IS LIFE BEFORE AND AFTER YOUR PRESENT LIFE !
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An Eternal Love Story Of An Odd One Out
Me & She
Love Story
My Love Eternal
Love in the Time of Cholera (Illustrated Edition)
Eternal on the Water
Love's Eternal Marriage

From the day Cobb and Mary meet kayaking on Maine's Allagash River and fall deeply in love, the two approach life with the same sense of adventure they use to conquer the river's treacherous rapids. But rivers do not let go so easily...and neither does their love. So when Mary's life takes the cruelest turn, she vows to face those rough waters on her own
terms and asks Cobb to promise, when the time comes, to help her return to their beloved river for one final journey. Set against the rugged wilderness of Maine, the exotic islands of Indonesia, the sweeping panoramas of Yellowstone National Park, and the tranquil villages of rural New England, Eternal on the Wateris at once heartbreaking and uplifting -- a
timeless, beautifully rendered story of true love's power.
The relationship with Puffy started in an exotic animal pet store on September 27, 2003. A unique relationship started that day right at the pet store. This is a true love story between a human and an iguana.
"Soon to be major motion picture"--Cover.
“Don’t you question his love for me. I know what it is.When he resides in me how can you say he left me? Nothing can break the bond between two souls who are connected to each other. No matter how long they are apart, no matter what happens, they are always connected.” Urmila Set against the backdrop of the Ramayana, Lakshmila narrates the story of
the selfless love between Lakshman and Urmila without whom the Ramayana would have been incomplete. But Lakshmila – the united entities of Lakhsman and Urmila – does not tell the world about their sacrifices; instead they speak of their love that becomes the cornerstone of their powerful and supreme sacrifice. Urmila is as important as Lakshman in the
story. It lingers on the significant pauses in their relationship, unknown to the world, and gently drives home the unsung truth that the love between Lakshman and Urmila was unusual, divine, subtle and yet potent, carrying across lifetimes. Their love was a silent and selfless commitment, more of a spiritual connection. Lakshmila provides a detailed insight
into the ‘what, how, when and why’ of every incident that took place during the Treta Yug in the Suryavanshi family, based on detailed research from the Valmiki Ramayana, Kamban Ramayana, Puranas and the different versions of the Ramayana.The fictional narrative is set in the context of a retelling of the epic from Lakshman and Urmila’s perspective of
the events that went on to build the timeless tale.
Haunted Love
Tales of Ghostly Soulmates, Spooky Suitors, and Eternal Love
An Eternal Love Story of an Odd One Out
Committed
Eternal Love 1
An End of the World Love Story
Hearing the life story of a mysterious old woman in a Little Havana bar, Cuban-American Cecilia learns about three generations of a family of diverse origins that includes such members as a reverent Chinese widow, an African slave, and a Spanish matriarch
#1 bestselling author Lisa Scottoline offers a sweeping and shattering epic of historical fiction fueled by shocking true events, the tale of a love triangle that unfolds in the heart of Rome...in the creeping shadow of fascism. What war destroys, only love can heal. Elisabetta, Marco, and Sandro grow up as the best of friends despite their differences.
Elisabetta is a feisty beauty who dreams of becoming a novelist; Marco the brash and athletic son in a family of professional cyclists; and Sandro a Jewish mathematics prodigy, kind-hearted and thoughtful, the son of a lawyer and a doctor. Their friendship blossoms to love, with both Sandro and Marco hoping to win Elisabetta's heart. But in the
autumn of 1937, all of that begins to change as Mussolini asserts his power, aligning Italy's Fascists with Hitler's Nazis and altering the very laws that govern Rome. In time, everything that the three hold dear--their families, their homes, and their connection to one another--is tested in ways they never could have imagined. As anti-Semitism takes
legal root and World War II erupts, the threesome realizes that Mussolini was only the beginning. The Nazis invade Rome, and with their occupation come new atrocities against the city's Jews, culminating in a final, horrific betrayal. Against this backdrop, the intertwined fates of Elisabetta, Marco, Sandro, and their families will be decided, in a
heartbreaking story of both the best and the worst that the world has to offer. Unfolding over decades, Eternal is a tale of loyalty and loss, family and food, love and war--all set in one of the world's most beautiful cities at its darkest moment. This moving novel will be forever etched in the hearts and minds of readers.
Romance is undeniably otherworldly. Heart racing, breath quickening, senses ablaze—it's all part of what makes love so frighteningly grand. As Francois de La Rouchefoucauld said four centuries ago, “It is with true love as it is with ghosts; everyone talks about it, but few have seen it.” And yet, there are those who have seen both. Welcome to
Haunted Love. With settings ranging from southern Florida to South Korea, Haunted Love delivers a rich and varied collection of tales that touch the heart and tingle the spine. The book features lush historical narratives that capture all of the tenderness, heartbreak, and raw emotion of the love affairs along with the chillingly detailed encounters
with the ghosts these ill-fated romances left behind.
Immortal: Love Stories With Bite, edited by P.C. Cast (author of the #1 New York Times phenomenon House of Night series), collected dark, romantic short stories from seven of the hottest vampire writers in YA. Now Eternal: More Love Stories With Bite presents all-new YA stories featuring vampires, the romantic heroes and heroines that still hold
the reading public enraptured. A mix of writers from the first anthology and new contributors makes for a fresh new collection with all of the dark romance of its predecessor, and a book that's sure to thrill vampire romance fans old and new. The book includes an original introduction by Cast.
The Power Book
Enduring Love
A Novel
Bridging Heaven and Earth
Whispering Mind
From Flower Power to Hippie Mafia : the Story of the LSD Counterculture
This is the love story of Yin and Yang, the negative and positive vibes in the world. They are eternal lovers like Shakti and Shiva, Prakriti and Purusha; Radha and Krishna. Representing the female and male energy forms in the universe, they circumambulate in the speed of mind, a medium faster than electromagnetic waves. Yin and Yang represent man and woman, lovers, life partners, friends, and in the Whispering Mind, Yin appears as Babe and Yang as Darling. The
romanticism of the poetry begins with their honeymoon in their journey of life and culminates in awareness, self-actualisation and infinite bliss. They live, love and pray; speak, act, sing, dance; eat, drink, travel; play and enjoy life; together, separate, united and departed; appearing, departing and reappearing. Their River of Life flows meandering through the panoramic landscape of the fifty-four poems in the book. Their interactions, joy of living, pathos, reflections on life,
sunrise, sunset and moonlit nights of romance compose the poetry. This book is intended to induce joy in the mind, heart and soul with absorbing fables on life, love and bliss, spreading fragrance of blossoming flowers, stimulating the appetite of both traditional prose and poetry lovers. There is a wide variety of cuisine catering to the palate of gourmet. Let us Enjoy Whispers of Our Mind! Love the Moments! Live in Them! Celebrate Life and Its Moments!
ETERNAL LOVE. Sci- Fi Love Story (Mature). Copyright registered. Billionaires only son Ajay dies in a freak accident but his girl friend Maya survives. Twenty-five years later Ajay was brought back to life with futuristic technology in A.D.2030. Fate brings them together. His ex-girl friend Maya is happily married woman with grown-up son of Ajays age. Will they become lovers again? What happened to their only love child Sandhya? Have you ever read wholesome
entertainment? My fiction is full of life. It has family value, love, romances, sex, songs, fight scenes, plane crash landing, Robo surgeon and his assistant S-2-P and her antics. Reading my fiction is like watching movie. Today it is my vision; in near future my fiction will become a reality. Trust ME! Happy reading, With love, Author - Jivan.
The instant New York Times bestseller featuring everyone’s favorite family—the Baxters—in a deeply emotional novel “faithful fans will no doubt relish” (Publishers Weekly). When John Baxter is asked to relive his long-ago love story with his wife Elizabeth for his grandson Cole’s heritage school project, he’s not sure he can do it. The sadness might simply be too great—after a storybook romance that lasted almost thirty years, beginning when the two were in college,
Elizabeth tragically died of cancer. But John can’t say no to his grandson and in the process of telling his love story, he finally allows his heart and soul to go places they haven’t gone in decades. Back to the breathless first moments, but also to the secret heartbreak that brought John and Elizabeth together… Cole’s report on his grandparents touches the hearts of the entire family—and causes Cole to better understand his own beginning. Whether you’re meeting the Baxter
family for the first time or finding them all over again, Love Story will stir your heart and remind you of the generational impact of love and the eternal bond of family.
Dear Friends, My first novel in English 'An Eternal Love Story' is in your hands right now. It has been my dream that is coming true with the publishing of this novel. Dreams, Dreams are strange, amazing part of our life. I believe that every person must dream and should dream big. One must dream such dreams that seem difficult, even impossible to achieve. Effort to achieve such dreams sets our life on an exciting mission. Made in the USA. Light weight. Easy to carry
around. Best for Christmas gift and any event like Birth Day and New Year gift ... Everyone need to have the best. Give it for yourself friends family and co-worker and Have a great and happy life together. Please leave a review with ( FIVE STARS ). AYOUB AJROUB wish you All the best, Thanks.
Incurable Hearts
The Story of ShannaPra
Science Fiction Love Story
Organics
Eternal Love Story: a Shared World, July 2011

Organics: Eternal Love Story (ISSN 1925-606X) is an online publication featuring shared world literature in the fantasy and romance genres, weaving mythology, magic and fiction into the very fabric of reality. In this literary Universe, artifacts known as the Organics are the root of all magical power in the world. For more information, visit
www.organics-eternal-love-story.com
There's fire in what slips from her lips, this woman that might not even exist. So much passion and way too much aggression, trying to teach me a lesson. What if your dreams were really a reality, an old life, or an alternate path based on a technicality? Her eyes, the eyes of a tiger, burned into the back of Devin's mind after waking from that
same nightmare, but the question upon waking is who is she and why is this happening? Who is this mystery woman? Devin is your average college student, with dreams of seeing the world with her camera and her two best friends. Her past isn't the most pleasant, but she grew up surrounded by love and compassion and won't let anything
stand in the way of her goals, and that includes dating. Women are a distraction, and honestly, Devin didn't know she needed one until she "bumped" into Amirah. Confusion sets in when friendship turns to feelings and Amirah being in a long-term relationship, but the confusion was overshadowed by anger and frustration as it turns out Devin
and Amirah have a complicated history. As the truth slowly comes out, Devin learns she's not who, or even what, she thinks she is and there's more to her story. She must embark on a journey of love, betrayal, and discovery in order to understand that she is the key to changing everything around her. Primal instincts set in when she discovers
whom those eyes belong to and wrongs must be righted, but what would you expect if you found the woman of your dreams?
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